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Innovat ive tools
for Speech and Language therapists

VoiceToys is a system of wirelessly connected devices, cotrolled 
by the mobile app. 

It is used for auditive, visual and motoric stimulation with many 
types of senso-motoric and verbal disabilities, but it can be 

used with all kids as an early development toy.

It is developed in Serbia, in a team of experienced
engineers and Speech therapists.

The system is modular, expandable and upgradable,
 according to client’s needs. It is a new standard in Speech and 

special therapy.
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Where  i s  the sound coming from?
SurroundED is a system of five smart speakers, created pri-

marily for patients with cochlear implants.
It is used for exercising of sound localization. 

Mobile application controls them and tracks patientʼs prog-
ress. Therapists touches the icon, selected speaker plays its 
sound. The app is connected to our web application which 

analyzes and tracks patientʼs progress. 

Speakers emit colored lights which indicate if the patient 
gave the correct answer or not.

SurroundED
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How do you see the sound?

This unique device “jumps” as it listens to your patientʼs 
voice. But itʼs not all. It jumps even when they jump!

Display modes, colors, speed of the reaction, sensitivity, 
peak indication and other parameters are controlled by 

the mobile app.

It connects wirelessly to the optional trampuline sensor. 
It is simply placed underneath the trambuine. Jumping 
on the trambuline produces the reaction of the lights. 

JumpED
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How far does my voice go? 

These shining rods, wirelessly connected to each 
other, are giving your patient sense of distance that 

his voice reaches.

Sensitivity and mode of operation are set via mobile 
app. 

They are motivating patients to vocalize and work, 
and they help exercise voice intensity control.  

Spread
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See and feel the sound

This neat, practical device, vibrates and produces 
gentle, beautiful colored lights. It reacts to sound 

level and pitch. It is compact and quality made, so 
you can give it to your patients to play with.

They feel and see their voice while using it.

It amuses, motivates and fascinates them. It makes 
therapy more interesting and helps correct basic 

voice impostation.

StimulatED
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